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Gone Without a Trace - Mary Torjussen
2017-04-18
A jaw-dropping novel of psychological suspense
that asks, If the love of your life disappeared
without a trace, how far would you go to find out
why? Hannah Monroe's boyfriend, Matt, is gone.
His belongings have disappeared from their
house. Every call she ever made to him, every
text she ever sent, every photo of him and any
sign of him on social media have vanished. It's as
though their last four years together never
happened. As Hannah struggles to get through
the next few days, with humiliation and
recriminations whirring through her head, she
knows that she'll do whatever it takes to find
him again and get answers. But as soon as her
search starts, she realizes she is being led into a
maze of madness and obsession. Step by
suspenseful step, Hannah discovers her only way
out is to come face to face with the shocking
truth... READERS GUIDE INSIDE
Obsessed - Susan Andersen 2010-08-01
A Madman's Game. . . For him, the thrill lies in
the hunt. In striking only when the moon is full.
In his victims' agony as he leaves them with the
perfect calling card: a broken heart carved into
their chests. . . . . .Could End With Her Life After
months on the trail of the twisted Seattle serial
rapist, Detective Vincent D'Ambruzzi is closing
in on his quarry--no thanks to the uncooperative
Ivy Pennington, M.D. Soon, D'Ambruzzi
discovers that he isn't the only one infuriated-and captivated--by the beautiful ER physician.
Hidden in the shadows, looming closer with
every phase of the moon, is the stranger he
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seeks--and he's bent on making Ivy his next
victim. . .
Our Little Secret - Roz Nay 2018-04-17
THE INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE NOVEL YOU
CAN'T MISS... “A cracking read...Our Little
Secret builds to a deliciously dark conclusion.”
—Ruth Ware, New York Times bestselling author
of The Woman in Cabin 10 Roz Nay's Our Little
Secret is a twisted tale of love, pain, and
revenge that will stay with the reader long after
they turn the last page. They say you never
forget your first love. What they don’t say
though, is that sometimes your first love won’t
forget you... Angela Petitjean sits in a cold, dull
room. The police have been interrogating her for
hours, asking about Saskia Parker. She’s the
wife of Angela’s high school sweetheart, HP, and
the mother of his child. She has vanished.
Homicide Detective J. Novak believes Angela
knows what happened to Saskia. He wants the
truth, and he wants it now. But Angela has a
different story to tell. It began more than a
decade ago when she and HP met in high school
in Cove, Vermont. She was an awkward, shy
teenager. He was a popular athlete. They
became friends, fell in love, and dated senior
year. Everything changed when Angela went to
college. When time and distance separated
them. When Saskia entered the picture. That
was eight years ago. HP foolishly married a
drama queen and Angela moved on with her life.
Whatever marital rift caused Saskia to leave her
husband has nothing to do with Angela. Nothing
at all. Detective Novak needs to stop asking
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questions and listen to what Angela is telling
him. And once he understands everything, he’ll
have the truth he so desperately wants...
My Darling - Amanda Robson 2020-08-24
**Don’t miss the stunning, tense new thriller
from Amanda Robson: THE UNWELCOME
GUEST – coming August 2021, available to preorder now...** ‘Thrilling, unputdownable – I was
obsessed’ BA Paris
The Secrets She Keeps - Deb Caletti 2015-07-07
From bestselling author Deb Caletti comes a
beautiful and profound novel of three women
coming to terms with love and marriage—sure to
move and delight fans of Kristin Hannah, Liane
Moriarty, and Anna Quindlen. “You don’t grow
up on a divorce ranch and not learn to take a
vow seriously.” When Callie McBride finds a
woman’s phone number written on a scrap of
paper her husband has thrown away, she thinks
that her marriage is over. Callie flees to Nevada
and her Aunt Nash’s Tamarosa Ranch, where
she’s shocked to see that the place of so many
happy childhood memories is in disrepair.
Worse, Aunt Nash is acting bizarrely—hoarding
stacks of old photographs, burying a book in the
yard, and railing against Kit Covey, a handsome
government park ranger who piques Callie’s
interest. But Aunt Nash may prove to be saner
than she seems once Callie pulls back the
curtain on Tamarosa’s heyday—the 1940s and
’50s, when high-society and Hollywood women
ventured to the ranch for quickie divorces and
found a unique sisterhood—and uncovers a
secret promise Nash made to her true love.
Callie will come to see is that no life is ever
ordinary. No story of love is, either. Praise for
The Secrets She Keeps “Caletti once again
combines interesting characters, pitch-perfect
dialogue, and an intriguing plot to tell a deeply
memorable story. Her latest is a thoughtful
exploration of love and marriage and the power
of family and friendship to help along the
way.”—Booklist “Past, present, and the strength
of female friendship blend in a work billed for
the Kristin Hannah–Liane Moriarty
crowd.”—Library Journal Praise for Deb Caletti’s
He’s Gone “Deb Caletti doesn’t just make a
stunning debut into adult fiction; she throws
down the gauntlet. This is a mesmerizing
novel.”—New York Times bestselling author
Sarah Addison Allen “Striking . . . well-written,
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

strongly characterized and emotionally complex
fiction.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) Look
for special features inside. Join the Random
House Reader’s Circle for author chats and
more.
Obsession - Amanda Robson 2017-05-04
The #1 ebook bestseller ‘Thrilling,
unputdownable, a fabulous rollercoaster of a
read – I was obsessed by this book’ B A PARIS,
bestselling author of BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
‘One of the sexiest, most compelling debuts I’ve
come across this year, it cries out to become a
TV drama’ DAILY MAIL
The Unwelcome Guest - Amanda Robson
2021-08-19
‘This was one of the best and most unique books
I’ve read all year! I just could not freaking put
this book down! 87 stars from me!!!’ NetGalley
reviewer ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ SHE HAD THE PERFECT
MARRIAGE. UNTIL HER MOTHER-IN-LAW
MOVED IN...
Every Last Lie - Mary Kubica 2017-06-27
New York Times bestselling author of THE
GOOD GIRL Mary Kubica is back with another
exhilarating thriller as a widow’s pursuit of the
truth leads her to the darkest corners of the
psyche. Clara Solberg’s world shatters when her
husband and their four-year-old daughter are in
a car crash, killing Nick while Maisie is
remarkably unharmed. The crash is ruled an
accident…until the coming days, when Maisie
starts having night terrors that make Clara
question what really happened on that fateful
afternoon. Tormented by grief and her obsession
that Nick’s death was far more than just an
accident, Clara is plunged into a desperate hunt
for the truth. Who would have wanted Nick
dead? And, more important, why? Clara will stop
at nothing to find out—and the truth is only the
beginning of this twisted tale of secrets and
deceit. Told in the alternating perspectives of
Clara’s investigation and Nick’s last months
leading up to the crash, master of suspense
Mary Kubica weaves her most chilling thriller to
date—one that explores the dark recesses of a
mind plagued by grief and shows that some
secrets might be better left buried.
The Book Of You - Claire Kendal 2014-04-29
Like the bestselling novels of Gillian Flynn and
S. J. Watson, The Book of You—an utterly
original fiction debut—is a sophisticated
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psychological thriller that will haunt you long
after it reaches its terrifying, breathtaking
conclusion. Most people dread the prospect of
jury duty, but university administrator Clarissa
wants nothing more than to be selected for a
trial. Every day she serves means a day away
from her job and, more important, the unwanted
attentions of her colleague Rafe. An academic
expert on the darker side of folk tales, he has
always unnerved Clarissa. She spent one
drunken night with him while mourning the
demise of a previous relationship, an
inexplicable decision she can only attribute to
her break-up. Rafe, however, sees things
differently. The encounter, which may not have
been as consensual as Clarissa originally
believes, only serves to fuel his growing
obsession with her—and he is not about to let
her slip away. The Book of You is a visceral,
riveting portrait of a woman
terrorized—emotionally and physically—by a
man bent on possessing her completely. It is a
chilling saga of predator and prey; as a
disturbingly violent crime unfolds in front of her
in court, Clarissa finds herself experiencing a
different, but equally harrowing, nightmare in
real life. Rafe’s taunts become more sinister by
the day, but each carefully calibrated assault is
designed to devastate her without ever crossing
the line of the law. Realizing that she bears the
burden of proof, Clarissa knows she is powerless
unless she can hold out long enough to amass
sufficient evidence against him. Piece by piece,
she uncovers the twisted, macabre fairytale Rafe
has spun around them both, discovering that the
happy ending he envisions is more awful than
she could have ever imagined. Deftly
constructed around an achingly convincing
narrative, The Book of You explores the darkest
corners of the human heart, where the lines
between love and suffocation, fantasy and
reality, can become dangerously blurred. A
riveting story about Clarissa’s desperate
attempts to escape the nightmare in which Rafe
traps her, it is also a profoundly moving story
about one woman’s will to survive.
Never Let You Go - Chevy Stevens 2017-03-14
"Stevens's taut writing and chilling depiction of
love twisted beyond recognition make this a
compelling read." —Publishers Weekly, Starred
Review "Disturbing, suspenseful, and just a little
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nerve-wracking." —Library Journal Eleven years
ago, Lindsey Nash escaped into the night with
her young daughter and left an abusive
relationship. Her ex-husband, Andrew, was sent
to jail and Lindsey started over with a new life.
Now, Lindsey is older and wiser, with her own
business and a teenage daughter who needs her
more than ever. When Andrew is finally released
from prison, Lindsey believes she has cut all ties
and left the past behind her. But she gets the
sense that someone is watching her, tracking
her every move. Her new boyfriend is
threatened. Her home is invaded, and her
daughter is shadowed. Lindsey is convinced it’s
her ex-husband, even though he claims he’s a
different person. But has he really changed? Is
the one who wants her dead closer to home than
she thought? With Never Let You Go, Chevy
Stevens delivers a chilling, twisting thriller that
crackles with suspense as it explores the darkest
heart of love and obsession.
White Bodies - Jane Robins 2017-09-19
This chilling psychological suspense novel—think
Strangers on a Train for the modern
age—explores the dark side of love and the
unbreakable ties that bind two sisters together.
Felix and Tilda seem like the perfect couple:
young and in love, a financier and a beautiful upand-coming starlet. But behind their flawless
façade, not everything is as it seems. Callie,
Tilda’s unassuming twin, has watched her sister
visibly shrink under Felix’s domineering love.
She has looked on silently as Tilda stopped
working, nearly stopped eating, and turned into
a neat freak, with mugs wrapped in Saran Wrap
and suspicious syringes hidden in the bathroom
trash. She knows about Felix’s uncontrollable
rages, and has seen the bruises on the white
skin of her sister’s arms. Worried about the
psychological hold that Felix seems to have over
Tilda, Callie joins an Internet support group for
victims of abuse and their friends. However,
things spiral out of control and she starts to
doubt her own judgment when one of her new
acquaintances is killed by an abusive man. And
then suddenly Felix dies—or was he murdered?
A page-turning work of suspense that announces
a stunning new voice in fiction, White Bodies will
change the way you think about obsession, love,
and the violence we inflict on one another—and
ourselves.
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Between You and Me - Lisa Hall 2016-03-17
‘Compelling, chilling and an incredibly
impressive’ Alexandra Brown ‘Shocking, and
very cleverly crafted’ The Book Review Café
‘Disturbing and chilling’ Northern Crime
Reviews ‘A gripping psychological thriller with a
level of tension that will leave you breathless’
Tracy Book Lover
The Girl on the Train - Paula Hawkins
2015-01-13
The #1 New York Times Bestseller, USA Today
Book of the Year, now a major motion picture
starring Emily Blunt. The debut psychological
thriller that will forever change the way you look
at other people's lives, from the author of Into
the Water and A Slow Fire Burning. “Nothing is
more addicting than The Girl on the
Train.”—Vanity Fair “The Girl on the Train has
more fun with unreliable narration than any
chiller since Gone Girl. . . . [It] is liable to draw a
large, bedazzled readership.”—The New York
Times “Marries movie noir with novelistic
trickery. . . hang on tight. You'll be surprised by
what horrors lurk around the bend.”—USA
Today “Like its train, the story blasts through
the stagnation of these lives in suburban London
and the reader cannot help but turn
pages.”—The Boston Globe “Gone Girl fans will
devour this psychological thriller.”—People
EVERY DAY THE SAME Rachel takes the same
commuter train every morning and night. Every
day she rattles down the track, flashes past a
stretch of cozy suburban homes, and stops at the
signal that allows her to daily watch the same
couple breakfasting on their deck. She's even
started to feel like she knows them. Jess and
Jason, she calls them. Their life--as she sees it--is
perfect. Not unlike the life she recently lost.
UNTIL TODAY And then she sees something
shocking. It's only a minute until the train moves
on, but it's enough. Now everything's changed.
Unable to keep it to herself, Rachel goes to the
police. But is she really as unreliable as they
say? Soon she is deeply entangled not only in the
investigation but in the lives of everyone
involved. Has she done more harm than good?
Everything You Want Me to Be - Mindy Mejia
2017-01-03
"Hattie Hoffman has spent her whole life playing
many parts: the good student, the good
daughter, the good girlfriend. When she's found
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

brutally stabbed to death, the tragedy rips right
through the fabric of her small-town community.
Full of twists and turns, Everything You Want
Me to Be reconstructs a year in the life of a
dangerously mesmerizing young woman, during
which a small town's darkest secrets come to the
forefront, and she inches closer and closer to her
death."-Broken Things - Lauren Oliver 2018-10-02
With all the intensity and whiplash turns of
Sharp Objects and One of Us Is Lying, this
engrossing psychological thriller by New York
Times bestselling author Lauren Oliver is an
unforgettable, mesmerizing tale of exquisite
obsession, spoiled innocence, and impossible
friendships. It’s been five years since Summer
Marks was brutally murdered in the woods.
Everyone thinks Mia and Brynn killed their best
friend. That driven by their obsession with a
novel called The Way into Lovelorn the three
girls had imagined themselves into the magical
world where their fantasies became twisted,
even deadly. The only thing is: they didn’t do it.
On the anniversary of Summer’s death, a
seemingly insignificant discovery resurrects the
mystery and pulls Mia and Brynn back together
once again. But as the lines begin to blur
between past and present and fiction and reality,
the girls must confront what really happened in
the woods all those years ago—no matter how
monstrous.
Don't You Cry - Mary Kubica 2016-05-17
An electrifying tale of deceit and obsession from
New York Times bestselling author of The Good
Girl Mary Kubica In downtown Chicago, Esther
Vaughan disappears from her apartment without
a trace. A haunting letter addressed to My
Dearest is found among her possessions, leaving
her roommate Quinn Collins to question how
well she really knew her friend. Meanwhile, in a
small town an hour outside Chicago, a
mysterious woman appears in the quiet coffee
shop where eighteen-year-old Alex Gallo works
as a dishwasher. He is immediately drawn to
her, but what starts as an innocent crush quickly
spirals into something far more sinister. As
Quinn searches for answers about Esther, and
Alex is drawn further under the stranger’s spell,
master of suspense Mary Kubica takes readers
on a taut and twisted thrill ride that builds to a
stunning conclusion and shows that no matter
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how fast and far we run, the past always catches
up with us.
Sometimes I Lie - Alice Feeney 2018-03-13
My name is Amber Reynolds. There are three
things you should know about me: 1. I’m in a
coma. 2. My husband doesn’t love me anymore.
3. Sometimes I lie. Amber wakes up in a
hospital. She can’t move. She can’t speak. She
can’t open her eyes. She can hear everyone
around her, but they have no idea. Amber
doesn’t remember what happened, but she has a
suspicion her husband had something to do with
it. Alternating between her paralyzed present,
the week before her accident, and a series of
childhood diaries from twenty years ago, this
brilliant psychological thriller asks: Is something
really a lie if you believe it's the truth?
The Girlfriend - Michelle Frances 2018-01-30
A mother. A son. His girlfriend. And the lie
they’ll wish had never been told. Laura has it all.
A successful career, a long marriage to a rich
husband, and a twenty-three-year-old son,
Daniel, who is kind, handsome, and talented.
Then Daniel meets Cherry. Cherry is young,
beautiful, and smart but hasn’t led Laura’s
golden life. And she wants it. When tragedy
strikes, a decision is made and a lie is told. A lie
so terrible it changes their lives forever… The
Girlfriend is a taut and wickedly twisted debut
psychological thriller—a novel of subtle
sabotage, retaliation, jealousy and fear, which
pivots on an unforgivable lie, and examines the
mother–son–daughter-in-law relationship in a
chilling new light. “One of the best books I’ve
read in a long, long time. I loved The Girlfriend!”
—Lisa Jackson, New York Times bestselling
author “The Girlfriend is a taut psychological
thriller, the evil chillingly drawn. Every
character is layered and beautifully twisted.
Makes me consider running background checks
on any potential spouses my children bring
home!” —Karen Rose, New York Times “A juicy
thriller and utterly compulsive reading.” —Jenny
Blackhurst, author of How I Lost You “An
original and chilling portrayal of twisted
relationships.” —Debbie Howells, author of The
Bones of You
The Girl Before - JP Delaney 2017-01-24
THE GLOBAL BESTSELLER • Soon to be a BBC
One and HBO Max limited four-part series,
starring Gugu Mbatha-Raw (The Morning Show;
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

Misbehaviour) and multiple Golden Globe,
BAFTA, and Emmy-nominated actor David
Oyelowo (Selma; Les Misérables) “A pitchperfect novel of psychological suspense” (Lee
Child) that spins one woman’s seemingly good
fortune, and another woman’s mysterious fate,
through a kaleidoscope of duplicity, death, and
deception Please make a list of every possession
you consider essential to your life. The request
seems odd, even intrusive—and for the two
women who answer, the consequences are
devastating. EMMA Reeling from a traumatic
break-in, Emma wants a new place to live. But
none of the apartments she sees are affordable
or feel safe. Until One Folgate Street. The house
is an architectural masterpiece: a minimalist
design of pale stone, plate glass, and soaring
ceilings. But there are rules. The enigmatic
architect who designed the house retains full
control: no books, no throw pillows, no photos or
clutter or personal effects of any kind. The space
is intended to transform its occupant—and it
does. JANE After a personal tragedy, Jane needs
a fresh start. When she finds One Folgate Street
she is instantly drawn to the space—and to its
aloof but seductive creator. Moving in, Jane soon
learns about the untimely death of the home’s
previous tenant, a woman similar to Jane in age
and appearance. As Jane tries to untangle truth
from lies, she unwittingly follows the same
patterns, makes the same choices, crosses paths
with the same people, and experiences the same
terror, as the girl before. Praise for The Girl
Before “Dazzling, startling, and above all
cunning—a pitch-perfect novel of psychological
suspense.”—Lee Child “The Girl Before
generates a fast pace. . . . [J. P.] Delaney
intersperses ethics questions on stand-alone
pages throughout the book. . . . The single most
ingenious touch is that we’re not provided either
woman’s answers.”—The New York Times “J. P.
Delaney builds the suspense.”—Vanity Fair
“Immediate guarantee: You will not be able to
put this book down. . . . Fans of Gone Girl and
The Girl on the Train will realize that there’s not
only more where that came from, but it’s also
more thrilling.”—American Booksellers
Association
Are You Sleeping - Kathleen Barber 2017-08
"Serial meets Ruth Ware's In A Dark, Dark Wood
in this ... psychological thriller about a mega-hit
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podcast that reopens a long-closed murder case
and threatens to unravel the carefully
constructed life of the victim's daughter"-Obsession in Death - J. D. Robb 2015
Police lieutenant Eve Dallas must contend with
an admirer who is killing innocent people to
prove his devotion.
The Memory Box - Eva Lesko Natiello
2017-12-17
NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY Bestseller A
psychological thriller with twists & turns until
the last page. What if you Googled yourself &
discovered something shocking? In this gripping
page turner suspense, Caroline Thompson
Googles herself and discovers the shocking
details of a past she doesn't remember. A
HOUSTON WRITERS GUILD Manuscript
AWARD WINNER In this best seller suspense
thriller, the privileged suburban moms of
Farhaven amuse themselves by Googling
everyone in town, digging up dirt to fuel thorny
gossip. Caroline Thompson, devoted mother of
two, sticks to the moral high ground and
attempts to avoid these women. She’s relieved to
hear her name appears only three times, citing
her philanthropy. Despite being grateful that she
has nothing to hide, a delayed pang of insecurity
prods Caroline to Google her maiden
name—which none of the others know. The hits
cascade like a tsunami. Caroline’s terrified by
what she reads. An obituary for her twin sister,
JD? That’s absurd. With every click, the
revelations grow more alarming. They can’t be
right. She’d know. Caroline is hurled into a state
of paranoia—upending her blissful family life
and marriage—desperate to prove these
allegations false before someone discovers
they’re true. The disturbing underpinnings of
The Memory Box expose a story of deceit,
misconceptions, and an obsession for control.
With its twists and taut pacing, Natiello's page
turning suspense cautions: Be careful what you
search for.
Guilt - Amanda Robson 2018-04-19
‘Another brilliant read from Amanda Robson. A
dark, addictive and compelling page turner!’ BA
Paris, bestselling author of Behind Closed Doors
From the No.1 bestselling author of Obsession
Working Fire - Emily Bleeker 2017-08-29
From the Wall Street Journal bestselling author
of When I’m Gone comes a compelling novel of a
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

bond between sisters, tested by tragedy… Ellie
Brown thought she’d finally escaped her stifling
hometown of Broadlands, Illinois; med school
was supposed to be her ticket out. But when her
father has a stroke, she must return home to
share his care with her older sister, Amelia,
who’s busy with her own family. Working as a
paramedic, Ellie’s days are monotonous, driving
an ambulance through streets she’d hoped never
to see again. Until a 911 dispatch changes
everything. The address: her sister’s house.
Rushing to the scene, Ellie discovers that Amelia
and her husband, Steve, have been shot in a
home invasion. After Amelia is rushed to the
hospital, Ellie tries to make sense of the tragedy.
But what really happened inside her sister’s
house becomes less and less clear. As Amelia
hangs on in critical condition, Ellie uncovers
dark revelations about her family’s past that
challenge her beliefs about those closest to
her…and force her to question where her
devotions truly lie.
No Place I'd Rather Be - Cathy Lamb
2017-08-29
The discovery of a family cookbook changes the
life of a beleaguered woman in this novel by the
author of The Language of Sisters. Two years
ago, Olivia Martindale left behind her Montana
hometown and her husband, Jace, certain it was
the best decision for both of them. Back
temporarily to protect her almost-adopted
daughters from their biological mother, she
discovers an old, handwritten cookbook in the
attic. Its pages are stained and torn, their edges
scorched by flame. Some have been smeared by
water . . . or tears. The recipes are written in
different hands and in different languages. In
between the pages are intriguing mementos,
including a feather, a pressed rose, a charm, and
unfamiliar photographs. Hoping the recipes will
offer a window into her grandmother’s closely
guarded past, Olivia decides to make each dish,
along with their favorite family cake recipes, and
records her attempts. The result, like much of
her life to date, involves a parade of neardisasters and chaotic appearances by her doctor
mother, her blunt grandma, her short-tempered
sister, and Olivia’s two hilarious daughters. The
project is messy, real—and an unintended hit
with viewers. Even more surprising is the family
history Olivia is uncovering, and her own
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reemerging ties to Montana, and to Jace.
Generations of women have shared these
recipes, offering strength and nourishment to
each other and their loved ones. Now it’s Olivia’s
turn to find healing—and determine where her
home and her heart truly belong. Praise for
Cathy Lamb “This finely pitched family
melodrama is balanced with enough gallows
humor and idiosyncratic characters to make it
positively irresistible.” —Publishers Weekly on
Henry’s Sisters
Obsessed - Ted Dekker 2006
Living in Los Angeles in the early 1970s, realestate dealer Stephen Friedman becomes
hungry for answers after he discovers a
deceased woman's papers that indicate she
owned a priceless religious relic, and that she
may have been his mother.
Obsession - Karen Robards 2008-05-27
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “[A]
creepily effective suspense novel.”—The Seattle
Times After surviving a horrific attack by
masked gunmen, Katharine Lawrence awakens
in the hospital—with an unfamiliar face staring
back at her in the mirror. Katharine may not
recognize her appearance, but she does know
that she’s twenty-nine, the special assistant to
the head of the CIA, and that she can trust no
one—not even the smiling, handsome doctor at
her bedside, Dr. Dan Howard. But when
Katharine’s instinct tells her to run for her life,
Dan becomes her newfound protector. For
Katharine has no one else to turn to when
they’re drawn into a shadowy world of
conspiracy, where nothing is as it seems…and no
one is who they appear to be.
Obsessed - Aleatha Romig 2019-07-02
Everything changed the night our eyes met
across the room. His green gaze upon me
prickled my skin with uncustomary warmth
while my peek beneath his cuff—of a riot of color
on his wrist—sparked my insatiable curiosity.
Tall and mysterious, Kader was a man whose
secrets I longed to know. Little did I realize that
the night we met was only the beginning—the
beginning to the end of the existence I knew.
What will happen as his assignment becomes our
obsession? From New York Times bestselling
author Aleatha Romig comes a brand-new dark
romance bringing us back to the dangerous
underworld of Chicago. It's time to get caught in
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

this new and intriguing saga, Tangled Web.
OBSESSED is book two of the TANGLED WEB
trilogy which began with TWISTED and will
conclude with BOUND. Have you been
Aleatha’d? Keywords: dark romance, trilogy,
alpha male, strong heroine, billionaire romance,
crime, mafia, romance, bad boy, bad boy
romance, billionaire, billionaire romance,
billionaire romance free, captive, captivating
romance, captivating romance free,
contemporary romance, BDSM, BDSM romance,
dominate male, edgy romance, erotic books,
erotic romance, erotic romance, romance books,
first in series, CEO romance, contemporary
romance contemporary romance books, hero to
hate, hero to love, hot, hot man, hot romance,
kidnapping, love, romance series, new adult
romance, mafia romance, romance series,
romantic saga, romantic suspense, romance
books, romantic thriller, romantic thriller free,
Roxy Sloane, sassy heroine, sassy, seduction,
seduction romance, sensual romance, sexy, sexy
romance, sexy book, sexy novel, something hot
to read, steamy, steamy romance, strong
heroine, wounded hero, wealthy, wealthy hero,
wealthy heroine,
Exquisite - Sarah Stovell 2017-04-15
She loves me. She loves me not. Bo Luxton has it
all – a loving family, a beautiful home in the Lake
District, and a clutch of bestselling books to her
name. Enter Alice Dark, an aspiring writer who
is drifting through life, with a series of dead-end
jobs and a freeloading boyfriend. When they
meet at a writers’ retreat, the chemistry is
instant, and a sinister relationship develops... Or
does it? Breathlessly pacey, taut and terrifying,
Exquisite is a startlingly original and
unbalancing psychological thriller that will keep
you guessing until the very last page. ‘The
characters are so untrustworthy you wont know
what to believe, but you won’t put it down till
you’ve found out. A superb debut’ Sunday Mirror
'Cunningly constructed and gorgeously written,
this is outstanding’ Express 'It’s a remarkable
debut in the crowded psychological thriller field,
written with great sureness of touch and tone'
Times Crime Club ‘Slickly claustrophobic, this
arch story of obsessive, forbidden love taken to
the extreme will have you squirming in your
seat’ Sarah Pinsborough ‘Whip-smart, lushly
written and truly page-turning ... Sarah Stovell is
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a thrilling talent’ Holly Seddon ‘A moving,
gripping story ... twists keep coming till the very
last page. I loved it’ Erin Kelly ‘Addictive,
terrifying and beautifully written, Exquisite is up
there with the best psychological thrillers I’ve
ever read. Fucking awesome’ Chris Whittaker
Dead Wind - Tessa Wegert 2022-03-01
Senior Investigator Shana Merchant must
dredge up dark secrets and old grudges if she's
to solve the murder of a prominent local citizen
in the Thousand Islands community she now
calls home. "Wegert nicely balances plot and
characterization. Fans of Denise Mina’s Alex
Morrow will be pleased" - Publishers Weekly
Starred Review The body is discovered on Wolfe
Island, under the shadow of an enormous wind
turbine. Senior Investigator Shana Merchant,
arriving on the scene with fellow investigator
Tim Wellington, can't shake the feeling that she
knows the victim - and the subsequent
identification sends shockwaves through their
community in the Thousand Islands of Upstate
New York. Politics, power, passion . . . there are
dark undercurrents in Shana's new home, and
finding the killer means dredging up her new
friends and neighbors' old grudges and longkept secrets. That is, if the killer is from the
community at all. For Shana's keeping a terrible
secret of her own: eighteen months ago she
escaped from serial killer Blake Bram's clutches.
But has he followed her . . . to kill again? The
Shana Merchant novels are a brilliant blend of
chilling psychological thriller and gripping police
procedural, set in an atmospheric island
community with a small-town vibe.
A Line in the Dark - Malinda Lo 2017-10-17
“A twisty, dark psychological thriller that will
leave you guessing til the very end."—Teen
Vogue “[A] riveting read…"—NPR The line
between best friend and something more is a
line always crossed in the dark. Jess Wong is
Angie Redmond’s best friend. And that’s the
most important thing, even if Angie can’t see
how Jess truly feels. Being the girl no one quite
notices is OK with Jess anyway. If nobody notices
her, she’s free to watch everyone else. But when
Angie begins to fall for Margot Adams, a girl
from the nearby boarding school, Jess can see it
coming a mile away. Suddenly her powers of
observation are more a curse than a gift. As
Angie drags Jess further into Margot’s circle,
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

Jess discovers more than her friend’s growing
crush. Secrets and cruelty lie just beneath the
carefree surface of this world of wealth and
privilege, and when they come out, Jess knows
Angie won’t be able to handle the consequences.
When the inevitable darkness finally descends,
Angie will need her best friend. “It doesn’t even
matter that she probably doesn’t understand
how much she means to me. It’s purer this way.
She can take whatever she wants from me,
whenever she wants it, because I’m her best
friend.” A Line in the Dark is a story of love,
loyalty, and murder. ★ "Mesmerizing."—Kirkus,
starred review.
99 Red Balloons - Libby Carpenter 2017-08-24
Two girls go missing, decades apart. What would
you do if one was your daughter? When eightyear-old Grace goes missing from a sweetshop
on the way home from school, her mother Emma
is plunged into a nightmare. Her family rallies
around, but as the police hunt begins, cracks
begin to emerge. What are the secret emails
sent between Emma's husband and her sister?
Why does her mother take so long to join the
search? And is Emma really as innocent as she
seems? Meanwhile, ageing widow Maggie Taylor
sees Grace's picture in the newspaper. It's a
photograph that jolts her from the pain of her
existence into a spiralling obsession with
another girl - the first girl who disappeared...
This is a gripping psychological thriller with a
killer twist that will take your breath away.
The Party - Elizabeth Day 2017-08-15
A taut psychological tale of obsession and
betrayal set over the course of a dinner party.
"Day's shrewd eye and authorial tone provide a
gleeful, edgy wit.... [a] smart, irresistible romp."New York Times Book Review Ben, who hails
from old money, and Martin, who grew up poor
but is slowly carving out a successful career as
an art critic, have been inseparable since
childhood. Ben's wife Serena likes to jokingly
refer to Martin as Ben's dutiful Little Shadow.
Lucy is a devoted wife to Martin, even as she
knows she'll always be second best to his sacred
friendship. When Ben throws a lavish 40th
birthday party as his new palatial country home,
Martin and Lucy attend, mixing with the very
upper echelons of London society. But why, the
next morning, is Martin in a police station being
interviewed about the events of last night? Why
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is Lucy being forced to answer questions about
his husband and his past? What exactly
happened at the party? And what has bound
these two very different men together for so
many years? A cleverly built tour of intrigue, The
Party reads like a novelistic board game of Clue,
taking us through the various half-truths and lies
its characters weave, as the past and present
collide in a way that its protagonists could never
have anticipated.
The Surrogate - Louise Jensen 2017-09-27
Obsession - Jonathan Kellerman 2007-03-27
#1 WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER •
“Jonathan Kellerman’s novels are an obsession;
once started it is hard to quit.”—Orlando
Sentinel Tanya Bigelow was a solemn little girl
when Dr. Alex Delaware successfully treated her
obsessive-compulsive symptoms. Now, at
nineteen, Tanya returns with a curious request:
that Delaware investigate her aunt’s deathbed
confession of murder. While Delaware doubts
that Patty Bigelow was capable of such a horrific
act, he agrees to look into the matter. Armed
with only the vaguest details, Delaware and
LAPD detective Milo Stugris retrace Patty’s and
Tanya’s nomadic and increasingly puzzling life.
Then a very real murder tears open a terrifying
tunnel into the past, where secrets—and
bodies—are buried. As the tension mounts,
Delaware and Sturgis uncover a tangled history
of desperation, vengeance, and death—a legacy
of evil that refuses to die. Praise for Obsession
“The characters are rich, the story’s well-plotted
and you won’t stop reading.”—Boston Herald
“Filled with Kellerman’s psychological insight
and action-packed drama.”—Toronto Sun
Endless Obsession - Alex Grayson 2016-08-19
I've silently watched her for a year, staying
hidden in the shadows, biding my time. She may
know me as two different men, but she doesn't
have a clue what I've done. She unknowingly
became mine the moment my eyes touched her
beauty. But I've done things... things she may
not be able to forgive. I know all her secrets, her
habits, her preferred coffee, what she does in
her spare time, her favorite lingerie brand, and
that she sleeps naked. At night, I watch her from
her window. During the day, I watch her from
my computer. She innocently bares her heart
and body to me, and I soak up every fucking
obsession-the-bestselling-psychological-thriller-of-2017

second of it. I've stayed away, but I'm tired of
watching her from afar. It's time Poppy finds out
just who I am and what I'm willing to do to take
what's mine. She may hate me when she finds
out the lengths I've gone to with the things I've
done, but she has no choice but to accept it. She
will be my wife. She will mother my children. I
will claim every part of her heart, body, and
soul. Anything else is unacceptable. Poppy
Lexington has become my endless obsession. I
will become her uncontrollable addiction.
The Secrets She Keeps - Michael Robotham
2020-04-28
“Two terrific female characters, both with
secrets. Add Michael Robotham’s clean prose
and whipcrack pacing. The result? A book you
won’t be able to put down, although you may
occasionally want to hide your eyes.” —Stephen
King “A premium delivery.” —People Meghan
doesn’t know Agatha, but Agatha knows
Meghan. And the one thing Agatha looks
forward to each day is catching a glimpse of her,
the effortlessly chic customer at the grocery
store where she works stocking shelves. Meghan
has it all: two adorable children, a handsome
and successful husband, a happy marriage, a
beautiful house, and a popular parenting blog
that Agatha reads with devotion each night as
she waits for her absent boyfriend, the father of
the baby growing inside her, to return her calls.
Yet if Agatha could look beyond the gloss and
trappings of Meghan’s “perfect life,” she’d see
the flaws and doubts. Meghan has her secrets
too, especially one that she dare not ever tell.
Soon the lives of these two women will collide in
the most spellbinding and intimate of ways, until
their secrets are exposed by one shocking act
that cannot be undone. From internationally
bestselling author Michael Robotham, The
Secrets She Keeps is a dark, exquisite, and
twisted page-turner so full of surprises, you’ll
find it impossible to put down.
Killer - Jonathan Kellerman 2015-01-01
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jonathan
Kellerman returns with this stunning thriller—a
mesmerizing L.A. noir portrayal of the darkest
impulses of human nature carried to shocking
extremes. The City of Angels has more than its
share of psychopaths, and no one recognizes
that more acutely than the brilliant psychologist
and police consultant Dr. Alex Delaware. Despite
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that, Constance Sykes, a sophisticated,
successful physician, hardly seems like someone
Alex needs to fear. Then, at the behest of the
court, he becomes embroiled in a bizarre child
custody dispute initiated by Connie against her
sister and begins to realize that there is much
about the siblings he has failed to comprehend.
And when the court battle between the Sykes
sisters erupts into cold, calculating murder and
a rapidly growing number of victims, Alex knows
he’s been snared in a toxic web of pathology.
Nothing would please Alex more than to be free
of the ugly spectacle known as Sykes v. Sykes.
But then the little girl at the center of the vicious
dispute disappears and Alex knows he must
work with longtime friend Detective Milo
Sturgis, braving an obstacle course of Hollywood
washouts, gangbangers, and self-serving jurists
in order to save an innocent life. Killer is
Kellerman—and Delaware—at their finest. Praise
for Killer “Killer is well plotted and paced. . . .
One of [Kellerman’s] best.”—Bookreporter “As
usual, the rapport between Alex and Milo is a
show-stealer, and longtime fans . . . will love the
well-executed flashbacks to Alex’s professional
past.”—Booklist “Kellerman kicks this one up to
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a whole new level.”—RT Book Reviews Praise for
Jonathan Kellerman “Jonathan Kellerman has
justly earned his reputation as a master of the
psychological thriller.”—People “Kellerman
really knows how to keep those pages
turning.”—The New York Times Book Review
Secret Obsession - Kimberla Lawson Roby
2011-09-06
Paige Donahue has always lived in her sister
Camille's shadow. As children, Camille had the
grades, the friends, and their parents' love,
while Paige was left with hand-me-downs and
criticism. Now as adults, Camille lives an idyllic
life with her husband, Pierce, and her two
perfect children in a beautiful home, while Paige
is stuck in a small condo with bills she can't
afford to pay. But no more. With seeds of doubt
planted in both Camille's and Pierce's minds,
Paige's plan to steal her brother-in law starts to
work. But when he reveals his decision to make
his marriage work, a desperate Paige moves
from envy to madness. What results from her
dangerous scheme is something no one could
have imagined.
Envy - Amanda Robson 2019-04-04
She wants your life – and she’ll do anything to
get it...
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